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BAR BRIEFS

GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES
The following compilations are presented because of their informatory value. They are the output of the National Industrial Conference
Board.
General Increases
Federal
State
Total
Year
Local
1923 .... $4,793,000,000 $1,242,000,000 $3,885,000,000 $ 9,920,000,000
1929 .... $7,126,000,000 $1,990,000,000 $3,932,000,000 $13,048,000,000
Incr ....$2,333,000,000 $ 748,000,000 $ 47,000,000 $ 3,128,000,000
%

....

49%

60%

1%

Per Capita Increases
Federal
State
Local
Year
$34.83
$11.14
$42.97
1923 ................
32.78
13.34
1925 ................ 50.74
34.43
14.01
1927 ................ 54.60
33.12
15.24
1928 ............... 56.84
32.36
16.38
1929 ................ 58.64
1%*
Increase ........ .36%
47%
*Decrease.

32%

Total

$88.94
96.86
103.04
105.20
107.37

20%

CONGRESSIONAL WASHINGTON COMMISSION
The Hon. Sol Bloom, head of the George Washington Memorial
Commission, we are advised, will spend the following sums during the
coming year by virtue of Congressional appropriation:
"Honor to George Washington" pamphlets $55,000; "George
Washington" pageants and plays $32,500; Programs for groups--on
"How to celebrate" $47,200; Material for newspapers and magazines
$62,500; "An appreciation course for teachers" $80,000; Publication of
music of Washington's period $27,000; Commission expenses one year
$452,000.
This causes the "Public's Business" (a taxpayers' publication) to
remark: "Representative Huddleston of Alabama, having in mind the
fact that the million dollars which Sol is spending must be gathered
dollar by dollar from the already overburdened American people, called
the Bicentennial 'a sort of racket.' He will probably be censured
severely, as lacking veneration for the Father of his Country, but-"
If the item of expenses were a little less top-heavy, we could gladly
say, we think it's worth it in spite of the criticisms and our modified
prosperity.
SCIENTIFIC PENOLOGY
We are obliged to give credit to the active California Bar once more
foi the following constructive program to eliminate defects in our system
of penology:
1. Permanent segregation of dissolute criminals from contact with
society ;
2. Correction of mental or physical defects in criminals;
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3. Restoration of criminals to society only upon conditions offering the opportunity to become useful citizens;
4. Prevention of contact with dissolute criminals of persons
committing felonies without intentional or conscious transgression of
the law;
5. Ultimate restoration to citizenship under favorable conditions
of those criminals who may be so restored with benefit to society and
permanent isolation of all others.
The foregoing represents only the conclusions. The details of the
plan are being submitted to our Committee on Criminal Law and
Enforcement, Hon. James Morris, Chairman.

MORE ON PRACTICING LAW
The Supreme Court of Idaho, In re Loan & Trust to., 288 Pac.
157, speaks plainly on what constitutes the practice of law. It says:
"Such work as the mere clerical filling out of skeleton blanks or
drawing instruments of generally recognized and stereotyped form
effectuating the conveyance or incumbrance of property, such as a simple
deed or mortgage not involving the determination of the legal effect of
special facts and conditions, is generally regarded as the legitimate
right of any layman. It involves nothing more or less than the clerical
operations of the now almost obsolete scrivener. But, where an instrument is to be shaped from a mass of facts and conditions, the legal
effect of which must be carefully determined by a mind trained in the
existing laws in order to insure a specific result and guard against
others, more than the knowledge of the layman is required; and a
charge for such service brings it definitely within the term 'practice of
the law'."
FURTHER RECOGNITION
Under the heading of "North Dakota Bar's High Ambition" the
Journal of the American Judicature Society devotes more than a page
of the February issue to complimentary references of the North Dakota
Bar. "Each succeeding report of the North Dakota State Bar affords
proof of the stimulating effect of inclusive bar membership," says the
article; and, continuing, "These are brave words: 'Taking charge of
the administration of justice;' 'Becoming a real force in the state' and
'getting ready to meet those problems that loom with increasing importance upon the horizon.' The sense of official responsibility and the
ambition to contribute statesmanship in years to come when our fabric
of state government will be subjected to strains greater than ever before,
bespeaks a spirit and integration which puts the lawyers of North
Dakota in a high position compared with those in a majority of the
states."
NORTH DAKOTA DECISIONS
Brantner vs. Moske: This case presents a clear-cut conflict in
testimony as to the initial treatment of a fractured hand. One statement by the defendant states the issue, viz: "If defendant (a physician)

